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CAPR – who are we ? Climate Action Powell River Society, established in 2014, is a non-profit
society dedicated to reducing qathet Region’s carbon and ecological footprints through
conversation, education, reconciliation and activism.
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Climate Action Powell River acknowledges the traditional territory of the Tla'Amin Nation with deep
respect and gratitude. The declaration from the Constitution of the Tla'amin Nation exemplifies the
common interest we share in addressing the climate emergency. We are together deeply committed to
collaboration and learning.

The CAPR-icorner –
CAPR’s Climate
Action Editorial
On behalf of our small board of directors, the
six or eight of us that meet on Zoom each
Wednesday afternoon for two hours and
work out details of our activities that are
directed toward finding the best local
solutions and ways forward on the climate
front in these very difficult times. We
acknowledge and honour your dedication to
our community and planet and thank you for
reading this journal and taking this journey
with us. The pandemic has put a tremendous
strain on everyone and every institution that
maintains all the services and vital
infrastructure we depend on. While climate
action encompasses radical change, this is
also a time to recognize the hardship that
surrounds so many people at this time.
Social justice, human health, and
reconciliation are just a few of the important
fields that must continue and move forward.
So, I begin this first editorial with that
acknowledgement.
Perhaps the small button on the top of the
front page is the logical place to begin. It tells
us the temperature of the situation we are in
- the parts per million of CO2 in our global
atmosphere as of today, March 20th, 2021,
the Spring Equinox. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, the IPCC, gave us
the most complete picture to date of where
we have to go to save the planet we know
CAPR-icorn

and love. That was in its sixth assessment
report (AR6) and the next one will come out
early next year and it is bound to show a
more dire and urgent situation. The
conclusion of AR6 and the Special Report on
Global Warming of 1.5 °C was that we need
to reduce total emissions on the planet by
around sixty percent by 2030 to have a 60%
chance of staying below 1.5 degrees of
warming. Many, if not most, scientists today
believe we have already crossed that
ominous threshold, but some still see a slim
hope of staying below 2 degrees. This
science is important and you are going to
find that it takes a prominent place in each
issue of this journal. It isn’t all there is to
climate activism, but it is the foundation. Our
two resident scientists Mike and Elena have
started that dialogue in the middle of this
issue. Mike offers a summary of the basics
and will be there to answer your questions in
the future or do the research to find the best
authorities to address those questions. Mike
Demuth and his numerous colleagues in the
earth science field have contributed much in
the way of observations and analysis to the
IPCC reports. Elena Martin starts the
conversation about food and food supply
that has exciting prospects, but also dire
warnings.
Much of what you will find in this edition is
about the nitty gritty of the journeys some of
us have taken by putting ourselves in front of
this crisis. It is hard to face and only by
working together and supporting everyone
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in our community who is trying valiantly to
do their part and break through the fog of
information and distraction and traditional
values that often stand in the way of where
we need to go, we honour you. We hope you
will find a place to work with us so we can all
feel that solidarity and sense of moving
ahead on this monumental challenge. This is
an invitation to share your thoughts on this
platform, share your work or your
perspectives or your art, your farm, your
garden, your recycling, your worries, your
vision. Anything you want. We are truly in
this together. I want to thank Rob Southcott
for his summary of the good work our city
government is doing and all the people who
wrote for this first issue. You can get in touch
with us anytime at:
climateactionpr@gmail.com

Jack Anderson

“… we have to tell it like it is… we have to
tell the truth.”

CAPR is helping to carry on in this critical
time.
Climate change and climate justice for those
disproportionately impacted by it are
unquestionably some of the greatest
challenges we have ever faced. Our
government is working hard to reduce our
province’s emissions and support people
around BC with our Clean BC climate plan. At
the same time, the work of community
organizations like CAPR to engage the public
and craft solutions at the local level is critical
to creating a healthier, more sustainable
community here at home, and advancing the
broader conversation about our collective
future.
As always, if you need to reach out to my
office with any environmental concerns, or
any other provincial matter, please email:
nicholas.simons.MLA@leg.bc.ca
or call 604-485-1249.

Greta Thunberg
Thank you for all your hard work and
ongoing efforts.
Hon. Nicholas Simons, MLA
Powell River-Sunshine Coast

Mail
CONGRATULATIONS CAPR
Congratulations to Climate Action Powell
River on the release of the inaugural
quarterly newsletter, CAPR-icorn. I look
forward to reading each issue and hearing
the work that CAPR continues to do in the
community.
Deep
awareness
and
community
engagement with environmental issues is
one of the things that makes Powell River
such a special place. This didn’t come about
by accident – we are fortunate to live in a
community with a long tradition of
grassroots environmental activism, which
CAPR-icorn
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qathet Climate
Action Calendar
March 24 – Media and the Science Behind
Truth. “Truth Matters” webinar brought to
you by Creatively United. Free registration
at: www.creativelyunited.org
March 25/26 – Two days of injunction
hearings regarding the future of ancient
forest in the Fairy Creek watershed versus
Teal-Jones:
info@ancientforestalliance.org

or call: 250-896-4007
March 31 – Speaker Series by Plant Based
RHN brings you Dr. Elena Martin, Climate
Nutritionist – Let’s Talk Climate and Food!
Take part; register here:
www.plantbasedrhn.com

March 31 – Deadline for entries for the CAPR
“Powell River Cooks – Climate Friendly
Recipes” cookbook:
climateactionpr@gmail.com

April 22 – Earth Day: Restore Our Earth
April 22 – International Day of Forests
April 22 – CAPR AGM – Do you have an
interest in or expertise in climate action?
CAPR is looking for new Directors and
general membership. Please contact us for a
Zoom invitation.

OUR PLANET
It's my house.
It's my planet, My dream
It's your house too
Be heard and be seen
Hope is out there
Young people do
It's their house
Their planet too
Storms and fires raging
Hurricanes oooh
Leaky buildings, too much meat
Materialism too
More shoes, more cars
More clothes, more tires
Bigger house, Bigger truck
More money. This sucks
Fires and storms
Rising seas, animal loss
Dying vegetation
Who or what is boss?
It's my house it's our house
Our planet Our dream
It's my house it's your house
Be heard! Be seen!
Cynthia Barnes

All days, all ways – Fridays For Future Powell
River: Learn about and join the next event:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/7542125551362
65/

Fairy Creek – Teal-Jones protest (Lesley Thorsell
photograph)

CAPR-icorn
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Let’s Do This –
Climate Stewardship
Tools
WHAT IS CLIMATE ACTION?
By Arlette Raaen
As a new member of the Climate Action
Powell River team, I am on a steep learning
curve – and enjoying it! I have felt for many
years, for decades in fact, that I want to do
more. I was so captivated by the exchange
between Greta Thunberg and the Dalai Lama
in this broadcast;
https://www.mindandlife.org/event/the-dalai-lamawith-greta-thunberg-and-leading-scientists-aconversation-on-the-crisis-of-climate-feedbackloops/

Greta asked us for one thing – to educate
ourselves about climate change. It makes
sense to me that by learning everything we
can, we will create the critical mass of people
we need to achieve social change. From
what I am seeing, we are rising to this
immense challenge – however, we are in a
race against time. It won’t just happen on its
own. We do need to do more, and there is a
lot we can do individually and together. I
hope this issue of our newsletter will help to
inspire you about this.
Defining Climate Action:
Climate: usually defined as the "average
weather", or as the statistical description of
relevant quantities over a period ranging
from months to thousands or millions of
years.
Action: the process of doing something,
especially when dealing with a problem or
difficulty.

CAPR-icorn

Social Action: organized action taken by a
group to improve social conditions.
Climate Action: organized action to improve
climate conditions, based on science and
quantifiable results.
The CAPR Board-of-Directors was surveyed
to get their ideas on what Climate Action
means to them. Many insightful responses
were received: Climate Action…
… means to me, focus and a lot of hard work, with as
much fun and humour as we can squeeze in.
… begins when someone simply starts thinking about
it, just starts being aware of the need for it. The next
step is to learn about it, and to explore it. Then it needs
to be discussed, and to be shared. Feelings about it
need to be explored, and all the innate conflicts that
can be experienced and expressed. It needs to be ‘put
out there’ and others need to be supported in doing
the same. Face the reality of the awesome need for
climate action and decide what can be done. So, what
can be done? You can eat less meat. You can electrify
your ride. You can lower your consumption of just
about everything. You can use a financial institution
that is not involved in the fossil fuel industry. You can
make your home more energy efficient. You can give
financial support to climate action organizations. You
can attend climate action demonstrations. You can
write to government officials, local and
otherwise. And the list goes on from personal change
to social change. And it is needed NOW!!!
… is a values-base liberation of our conscious and
unconscious capacity that lives at the intersection of
one's humanity, intellect and passion, and strives to
contribute to the stabilization of the Earth's climate
system and the sustainable functioning of all it
supports. It is related to and distinct from
Environmental Action / Activism.
… refers to any action that reduces our individual or
collective carbon or greenhouse gas footprint. Actions
can include eating a plant-based diet, driving an
electric bike or car or walking or just driving less.
Climate Action can also include moving away from
heating our houses by gas or oil and or divesting
investment from oil and gas corporations to more
climate friendly green technology. The list of potential
actions is long.
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… is a political or individual effort of reducing
greenhouse gases. A political climate action is for
example implementing climate change mitigation
into regulations, policies and laws where as an
individual climate action is the reduction of our own
personal ecological footprint by changing personal
energy use, transportation, consumption and waste
as well as educating yourself and others through
conversations about sustainable living.

These personal definitions speak to the
purpose of CAPR – to the way we envision
Climate Action. The issue of climate change
has prompted a growing collective
movement people who are taking action.
Historically, social movements have a life
cycle: they are created, they grow, they
achieve successes or failures and eventually,
they dissolve and cease to exist, whether
they become accepted into the mainstream
or not.
Among the findings of the “Peoples’ Climate
Vote” survey, 64 per cent of people now
believe that climate change is a global
emergency. The survey included responses
from more than 1.2 million people in 50
countries, the largest survey ever on climate
change.

Climate Action, in my personal view, is
transitioning from a social movement to a
critically important priority to everyone,
especially to our future generations. To me,
the application of Climate Action is two-fold;
managing my personal carbon footprint, and
working in a broader context to contribute to
the stabilization of Earth’s climate system.
AR
ONE PLANET
How many Earths would we need if the
world's population lived like you? An
important question. The Global Footprint
Network’s ecological footprint calculator is a
simple and effective web-based quiz that
CAPR-icorn

evaluates your lifestyle in terms of diet,
housing and energy efficiency, use of
renewable energy, production of waste and
transportation. You can also use the
calculator to do some “if I choose this, then
this” experimentation. What’s even better is
that you can calculate your personal “Earth
Overshoot Day”. Find out more and give it a
try: https://www.footprintcalculator.org/
Ed.
CAPR ROAD map
“A ROAD map of Climate Action for Powell
River, British Columbia” was devised,
authored and published by CAPR in 2017.
Using the province’s Community Energy and
Emissions Inventory and other resources, it
presents a four-component strategy
whereby our community can strive towards
reducing its carbon footprint and advance
the health and environmental sustainability
of our region. Four actionable components
under the acronym ROAD are Reduce,
Offset, Adapt, Drawdown. To learn more
and get your copy, please contact us.
Ed.
FUTURE GROUND NETWORK
The David Suzuki Foundation has developed
the Future Ground Network project that
essentially “offers training and resources to
emerging and experienced local grassroots
groups to amplify their impact on the issues
that matter most to their communities. The
network also helps connect and unify groups
throughout the environmental movement,
making coordination and large-scale
mobilization possible”. Want to connect
with others and grow your activism skills?
Get in touch:
https://futuregroundnetwork.org/resources/
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A SUSTAINABILITY CHARTER
By Arlette Raaen

CO2 and Other
Garbage

The Sustainability Charter for the Powell
River Region was written over a two-year
period (2007-2009) with broad community
participation. It was a daunting task at first,
but the project received enthusiastic support
and this helped to bring it to fruition. The
Charter recognizes the strength of the
diverse values held by residents by laying out
broad principles and goals of sustainability
that I think are still relevant, many years
later. The Charter is a living document. As we
learn more about what sustainability looks
like in our region, the Charter is meant to
evolve.

By Mike Demuth, P.Eng., P.Geo.
Research Geoscientist

Charter Principles
Recognize and respect Tla’amin aboriginal
rights, title and cultural history
Recognize ecological limits
Take the long view
Promote self-reliance
Integrate environment, society & economy
Work together
Learn continuously
Strive for equity
Manage uncertainty
Consider local and global sustainability

Sustainability means that human beings
locally and around the globe can flourish
and have fulfilling lives in the long term,
while living in harmony with a healthy
natural environment.

The full document can be found here:
https://powellriver.civicweb.net/document/2720

CAPR-icorn

Welcome to the inaugural issue of CAPRicorn and this column, where we will bring
you information about Green House Gases
(GHGs) and other atmospheric constituents
and their role in the climate system and
global heating. It will include information on
Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4) ,
Halocarbons (those nasty refrigerants that
we no longer use thanks to the Montreal
Protocol), Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) , Black
Carbon and water vapour. We will discuss
the causes and effects of global heating
generally, and point to some specific
information regarding our Earth’s carbon
cycle in a regular feature DID-YOU-KNOW?.
You will also find the latest data on global
CO2 levels and a host of signs and symptoms
related to the health of the climate and Earth
system that we all rely upon – globally and
here at home in qathet.
Now, let’s get a few preliminaries out of the
way – first, a very brief look at Carbon
Dioxide, the molecule. CO2 is a naturally
occurring molecule in our atmosphere and
its contribution to the Greenhouse Effect
makes the Earth habitable; too much, a
runaway greenhouse effect, like Venus; too
little, in the company of low atmospheric
pressure, and scarce methane or water
vapor, like Mars. We likely learned about
CO2 in primary or high school chemistry class
– two Oxygen atoms, each double bonded to
a Carbon atom. Most of us are familiar with
the solid form of CO2 – dry ice, or as the
pressurized inert gas in some fire
extinguishers. It is also heavier than air
(careful when camping near a volcano!) and
has a detrimental effect on human
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functioning in closed environments if
concentrations exceed 1000 ppm –
remember Apollo 13?!
In the context of global heating, CO2 is one of
many atmospheric radiative gases that,
when present in sufficiently elevated
concentrations, will artificially enhance the
Greenhouse Effect.
Our atmosphere allows short-wave solar
radiation in the form of visible light in. Some
of it is absorbed by stuff, especially dark
materials, and some of it is reflected – and
that too may be intercepted and absorbed
by other stuff. The remainder, now mostly
longer wavelength Infra-Red (IR) radiation,
wants to head out back into space. BUT
some of it is preferential absorbed by GHGs
and re-emitted back towards the Earth’s
surface. As long as energy in equals energy
out, we have radiative equilibrium – we’re
good.
Excess GHGs alter this balance such that
more IR radiation is reflected back than
escapes back out into space. This leads to
atmospheric heating and increases in the
global air temperature.
For more details, check this out:
http://www.ces.fau.edu/nasa/module-2/howgreenhouse-effect-works.php

Now, what about the past and present
variability of CO2. It’s super interesting, as
illustrated by the data in the following figure
going back about 800,000 years – data
derived from measurements of ice cores
extracted from our great ice sheets and
northern ice caps – our climate time
machines or climate libraries.

CAPR-icorn

Historical CO2 showing the broad variation in relation
to Ice Age and non-Ice Age periods. The more recent
data are derived from both ground and artificial
satellite-based observations (credit: NASA and
National
Oceanographic
and
Atmospheric
Administration or NOAA)

Take note – it has been a very long time since
the composition of the Earth’s atmosphere
exhibited CO2 concentrations in the vicinity
of 300 ppm. Furthermore, back in 2004,
when CO2 levels were ramping past 378
ppm, exhibiting a growth rate of + 1.9 ppm
per year, NASA scientists lamented:

Given the inertia in the energy infrastructure
of our Earth and growing global economies,
it now seems impractical to avoid reaching a
level of at least 440 ppm - a critical threshold
because, other things being held constant,
440 is the peak CO2 amount in a scenario that
would keep additional global warming from
exceeding 1°C. Based on the history of the
Earth, it is estimated that warming greater
than 1°C above today's level would weaken
the ice sheets that cover Greenland and
Antarctica, causing eventual rise of sea level
by several meters.

That sure is something to contemplate when
looking at where we are now! Which brings
us to a regular feature of CO2 and other
Garbage – a depiction of atmospheric CO2
concentrations from measurements made at
the NOAA Mauna Loa Observatory (MLO)
and presented as the daily value on the day
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of publication of the CAPR-icorn issue you
have in front of you. The value on the same
date one-year ago is also noted. Click the
thumbnail for details.
The variation of
CO2 over one
2
year is very
418.2 ppm
interesting.
It
March 20, ,2021
exhibits
a
seasonal cycle
414.0 ppm
(more on cycles
March 20, 2020
in a bit) in
response to a
reduction in CO2 scavenging from trees and
plants that are in dormancy; and an increase
in the CO2 released from the decay of leaf
liter – all during the Northern Hemisphere’s
Autumn and Winter. This uptick in carbon
dioxide mixes with emissions from
anthropogenic
sources
and
CO2
concentrations generally peak by early
Spring.

carbon dioxide at NOAA’s MLO – work his
son Ralph Keeling continues to this day.

CO

With Spring and Summer, new and growing
plants drawdown a significant amount of
carbon dioxide through photosynthesis.
Notably, CO2 from forest and grassland fires
can be transported over large distances, and
so the regular and enormous “seasonal” fires
in South America and Africa can intensify this
annual cycle.
Check out this very cool, narrated
visualization that illustrates the seasonal
variation of CO2: https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/4565
The variation of contemporary CO2 levels
over longer periods is commonly illustrated
using the Keeling Curve, named in honour of
Research Geochemist C. David Keeling who
was
notable
for
developing
the
instrumentation for and initiating the
systematic monitoring of atmospheric
CAPR-icorn

Monthly mean CO2 concentration, Mauna Loa
Observatory, 1958 - 2020 (www.scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/
and www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/ )

Now, we’re not quite done with the
preliminaries yet! There are two terms in
the climate lexicon that you have likely
comes across – Climate Change and Climate
Variability. The distinction between the two
is critical when addressing the matter of
what is causing global heating and
manifesting downstream effects on
weather, soil and water availability, sea-level
change and biodiversity.
Climate variability generally involves natural
cyclical variations, whereas climate change is
generally recognized by the persistence of
significant trends. An example of climate
change is the overall positive trends in the
average temperature of the Earth’s
atmosphere; or, say, the general decline of
our great ice sheets and mountain glaciers
worldwide.
An example of climate variability is the mode
of the El Niño Southern Oscillation or ENSO –
essentially the variability of ocean surface
temperature differences between equatorial
waters and those in our part of the Pacific
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Ocean proper. ENSO, with its three distinct
phases – El Niño, Neutral and La Niña – is a
big driver of the average weather that we
experience here in the qathet region.

initial forcing. Our good friends at NASA
have provided a very nice set of these Vital
Signs – VERY worth your while to dig into the
details of. Get busy here:
https://climate.nasa.gov/vitalsigns/carbon-dioxide/

Climate change and climate variability
superimpose, thereby influencing what we
observe or experience – trends may be
enhanced or diminished by certain phases of
variability. It will therefore be important for
all of you budding weather and climate geeks
out there to recognize and separate trends
from cycles - difficult work that is influenced
by the scale of observation.
Some cycles and trends are obvious,
whereas some cycles may be contained
within a long-term trend – remember the
Keeling Curve? Conversely, some short-term
trends may be part of a large cycle. The main
point being, like election polling, you just
can’t go off and chase blips of data.
Moreover, it is very important to keep in
mind that while a change in global average
air temperature of, say, 0.5 °C may not seem
like much – something we would not even
feel at the scale of the 24-hour temperature
cycle in our backyards – small changes in the
Earth’s average can manifest very significant
changes in the climate system.
NOAA’s Global Climate Dashboard is a great
place to start understanding and tracking
climate variability and climate change.
Check it out here:
https://www.climate.gov/maps-data#global-climatedashboard

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
There are many signs and symptoms of
climate and Earth system health. Some are
directly impacted by the climate while others
operate downstream of climate forcing and
are subject to various positive feedbacks
which act to accelerate the effects of the
CAPR-icorn

https://climate.nasa.gov/vitalsigns/sea-level/

https://climate.nasa.gov/scientificconsensus/

We’ll return to these links in subsequent
issues of CAPR-icorn, but in the meantime,
make sure to check back often to get the
latest information.
OUR REGION - qathet
For the qathet region, this past Winter was,
without a doubt, a wet one; possibly even
stormier than most. We have been under
the influence of a La Niña – very generally a
harbinger of cooler weather and
atmospheric circulation patterns that bias
moisture bearing storms tracks to our part of
the Pacific Northwest.
As CAPR-icorn gets rolling, we’ll dive into
some of the retrospective details and
predictive complexities of ENSO in future
CO2 and other Garbage and It’s Not Rocket
Science columns – especially important as
we leave Autumn and Winter behind and
transition into the expectations of our
important Spring and Summer seasons.
For now, many thanks for grinding through
the inaugural CO2 and other Garbage column
with me. Until Summer Solstice, I leave you
with the first installment of DID YOU KNOW?
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DID-YOU-KNOW?
... that the carbon footprint of the coal
exported from British Columbia’s coal
mining operations annually is equivalent to
that of all other BC sectors, including
transportation and food production,
combined? Almost all of the so-called
“metallurgical” coal used to make steel is
there to provide the heat necessary for a
steel making process that is over 100 years
old. The fact of the matter is that when
starting with iron (ore) one only needs a
small amount of carbon to convert the iron
into steel. Heat, and lots of it, is then
required to drive off oxygen and other
constituents that affect the physical
properties of the steel. There are other ways
of providing that energy – and so the
argument to use coal is purely economical.
We all, as individuals, communities, industry
and other sectors, exist and live our lives, to
some degree, along the pathways of the
global carbon cycle; and it is here where we
can influence whether or not the carbon
cycle can stabilize towards achieving a
sustainable radiative equilibrium.
We
encourage you to read CAPR’s ROADmap
publication (contact us for your copy), and
consider how you could contribute to
achieving climate system stability by
Reducing, Offsetting, Adapting and Drawingdown your carbon use; after all, …

We are clearly performing a global
experiment and no-one can be absolutely
certain as to the precise outcome, but if it
does all go dreadfully wrong, the trouble is
that we are INSIDE the test-tube! It would
therefore be a really good idea to heed the
scientists and stop trying to light the Bunsen
burner!
Anonymous

MND
CAPR-icorn

The Colander –
Climate Friendly
Nourishment
HEALTHY FOOD AS CLIMATE ACTION
By Elena Martin, Ph.D., Climate Nutritionist
Food is rarely mentioned as a climate action.
The global food chain is a very complex
system and the marketing of the food
industry is challenging us consumers to
choose healthy and climate friendly food.
However, food is one of the most powerful
weapons to fight climate change. Let us have
a closer look at the industrial agriculture and
its dependency on pesticide usage to
understand how we influence with our food
choices the climate emergency crisis.
Insects play an essential role in human life.
They are involved in a variety of processes
such as pollination and providing food
source for birds, mammals and amphibians.
80% of wild plants are estimated to depend
on insects for pollination while 60% of birds
rely on insects as a food source. The
economic value of insect provided services
has been estimated at $57 billion annually in
the USA.
In the last 30 years, we have lost 75% of our
total flying insect biomass. This loss of insect
biomass must be taken into account when
evaluating our current agricultural food
production. Agricultural intensification,
including the disappearance of field margins
and the use of chemical crop protection
methods have been associated with an
overall decline of biodiversity in plants,
insects, birds and other species in the
current landscape.
Industrial agriculture relies on pesticides.
Large monocultures do not allow for
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biodiversity including natural pest controls
or natural requirements to reduce pests, and
are addicted to chemical pesticides as they
are easy, cheap and require little labour.
After 70 years of chemical pesticide
application, their impacts can be seen
worldwide in soils and lakes, in rivers and
even in our drinking water. Pesticides are
also found on food in grocery stores,
household dust, breast milk and in the snows
beyond the Arctic Circle. It is proven that our
health and environment is negatively
impacted by their use.

plants, insects,
amphibians.

Bee on flower during the 2020 Summer in Germany
(Elena Martin photograph).

Agricultural pesticides have adverse impacts
on both environment and human health. A
study showed that 93% of analysed urine
samples from pregnant women showed
detectable glyphosate levels and that this
correlated to shortened pregnancy length.
Pregnant women from rural areas had
significantly higher urinary glyphosate levels
than suburban residents. Inhalation of
contaminated air or dust may represent a
possible exposure pathway for higher
glyphosate levels in rural areas.

Pesticides, also called Pest Control Products
(PCP) can help to protect a food crop. They
are chemical substances applied against
weeds, insect pests and crop diseases such
as viruses and fungi that reduce our food
supply. There are three main types of PCPs:
Herbicides - control weeds and
unwanted plants such as nettles, dandelions
and striga (A.K.A. witchweed)
Fungicides - combat harmful crop
diseases such as grey mould and blight
Insecticides - control insects such as
hoppers, caterpillars and aphids
The use of chemical pesticides in agriculture
contributes to soil, water and air pollution,
biodiversity loss and can harm non-target
CAPR-icorn

birds,

mammals

and

Farm chemicals are often the cheapest way
to control pests. They require low labor input
and allow large areas to be treated quickly
and efficiently. This is one reason why
organic products are more expensive as they
are more labour intensive.
Nowadays, Glyphosate, also known as
Roundup, as well as the group of
neonicotinoids are being seen as a threat to
health and biodiversity. Glyphosate is a
herbicide that kills almost every plant except
those that are genetically engineered with a
resistant-gene. Plants, especially the
flowering plants, the food sources for
insects, are being killed by glyphosate even
though these plants are essential for our
food supply chain. Moreover, insects are
killed by neonicotinoids. Neonicotinoids are
neuro-active chemicals like nicotine and are
linked to bee decline.

An analysis of glyphosate residues in foods
from the Canadian retail markets between
2015 and 2017 showed in 7955 analysed
samples of fresh fruit and veggies, milled
grain products, pulse products and finished
foods that 42.3% (3366 samples) contained
detectable glyphosate residues. Most of the
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samples that tested positive were in
compliance with Canadian regulations,
however, 43 samples were noncompliant.
Pesticides are an additional burden to
greenhouse gas emissions as they are
produced from crude petroleum or natural
gas products. Emissions from pesticides are
therefore also related to the direct energy
inputs of their production.
The good news is that pesticides are not the
only means to control plant and animal
pests. Using a diversified cropping system
can reduce the carbon footprint significantly
compared to conventional monoculture
systems.

A typical harvest scene in Germany, (Elena Martin
photograph, 2020)

Examples of alternative agricultural systems
are
permaculture
or
regenerative
agriculture. These types of agriculture
reduce pesticide use, improve soil health,
and increase the capacity of soil to retain
water and sequester carbon.
Agriculture is facing challenges of meeting
food demands while satisfying sustainability
goals. By 2050, the world population will
reach about 10 billion people, and the
United Nation’s Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) has predicted that food
CAPR-icorn

production must increase by 70% by 2050 to
meet this growing demand.
The increasing concern over global food
security requires all available land resources,
knowledge and technologies to meet future
food needs. It is time to change our industrial
agricultural system and consumption
behaviour! Climate-driven changes present
challenges but also opportunities for
sustainable agriculture and conscious
consumption.
With our choice of organic produced food,
we decrease the pesticide amount in our
environment and on your plate. The higher
costs of healthy food hinder families from
nourishing their children with natural food –
even though it is scientifically proven that a
healthy diet would decrease health care
costs and greenhouse gas emissions.
We are calling on policy makers and our
government to raise the affordability of
healthy diets for a sustainable consumption
behaviour. This requires policy actions
across the whole food supply chain to reduce
the costs of nutritious foods. For example,
policy actions could enhance the efficiency in
food storage, processing, packaging,
distribution and marketing while also
reducing food losses.
We as community must collectively start to
meet the challenge of transitioning our food
system to sustainable agriculture and
consumption behaviour.
References and additional information here:
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371
/journal.pone.0185809
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s12940018-0367-0
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CLIMATE FRIENDLY COOKING
Join our community climate action by
sending us your favourite plant-based
recipe to climateactionpr@gmail.com and it
will
be
published
in
the
community cookbook "Powell River Cooks climate friendly recipes"!
Food is one of the most powerful weapons
to
increase
human
health
and
environmental sustainability on Earth.
Choosing plant-based meals over meals with
animal products is decreasing the carbon
footprint of our community and increases
our health and the biodiversity in our
environment. You are welcome to share a
personal note and/or picture with your
recipe (optional).
Gentle reminder: recipe contributions are
due by March 31, 2021.
EM

It’s Not Rocket
Science – Your
Climate Science
Questions Answered
CLIMATE CHANGE IS COMPLEX. WE’VE GOT
ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS
17 often-asked questions with
some straightforward answers.
by Justin Gilles, New York Times
Have a climate science question? Submit
them here
Ed.
CAPR-icorn

OUR FORESTS ARE A POWERHOUSE
By Elena Martin, Ph.D.
Forests are essential for life on Planet Earth.
We humans depend on their free services
including fresh air production, clean water
generation and carbon storage. As our most
important terrestrial carbon sink, forests
cool the atmosphere by sucking CO2 out of
the atmosphere through photosynthesis and
storing it in roots, trunks, branches, needles
and leaves. This process of carbon removal is
also called carbon sequestration. Although
our vegetable gardens absorb carbon as
well, a rainforest takes in exponentially
more. For this reason, rainforests like the
Amazon with its dense vegetation are known
as “carbon sinks”.
The most carbon rich forest ecosystems
worldwide can be found in our BC forests
which play a key role in the climate
emergency. Our temperate rainforest is a
“carbon storage powerhouse” and our
coastal temperate rainforest is more
efficient at absorbing carbon out of the
atmosphere than the Amazon.
Globally, we are devoting acres of forest land
for lumber products and food production
thus destroying their ability to store carbon.
When forests are logged, their immense
stores
of
carbon
are
quickly
released. Livestock is actually the world’s
largest user of land resources. Beef requires
20 times more land and emits 20 times more
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per gram of
edible protein than common plant proteins
such as legumes.
Although meat can be grown in a sustainable
way, it will always be a resource-intensive
food product. Beef is more resourceintensive to produce than most other kinds
of meat, and animal-based foods overall are
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more resource-intensive than plant-based
foods.
Rising beef production requires increasing
quantities of forest land. Cutting down trees
for more pasture land in times of our climate
emergency situation is unethical. Scientists
around the world warn that we are
witnessing the sixth mass extinction event in
the planet’s history with half of all species
heading towards extinction in the next 30
years, largely due to habitat destruction.

ii) Protecting Ancient forests from being
logged, thereby keeping the carbon stored in
the trees and preserving this vital terrestrial
carbon sink.
Changing global values have increased
awareness of the importance of our old
forests and the wildlife that depends on
them remaining intact. Logging forests that
make up pristine ecosystems, to facilitate

By 2050, there will be 10 billion people on
this planet, all of whom have the right to eat
a healthy diet. The primary target is the
reduction of meat and dairy consumption
and a drastic reduction in beef consumption
in western high-income countries. Beef
consumption needs to drop by 90% to assist
in preventing a warming of 2°C.
The amount of land and energy used for
growing food determines up to 98% of the
food’s carbon footprint. For Powell River,
nearly three-quarters of the food impacts
are a result of animal proteins, particularly
red meat and dairy products such as cheese
(EcoCity Powell River report, 2018).
The strong relationship between forests and
the climate emergency crisis is influenced by
us. The reduction of deforestation and
enhancement of forests to be used as carbon
sinks is necessary and essential to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. There are two
globally significant climate actions we in
Powell River can embrace towards the goal
of reducing greenhouse gases in our
atmosphere:
i) Eating less meat and eating more plants –
a community shift from a Western Diet to a
Flexitarian Diet towards attaining the goals
of the Paris Agreement;
CAPR-icorn

Cedar tree at Stillwater Bluffs (Elena Martin
photograph, 2020)

global meat production or the growing of
genetically modified soy or corn that are
heavily treated with chemical pesticides, will
simply not contribute to overcoming the
challenges that the climate emergency
presents.
People in high-income regions like North
America and Europe are consuming more
protein, mostly in the form of animal
products, than they need to meet
international dietary requirements. The
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quality of our daily protein intake is more
important than the quantity. Our body needs
20 different amino acids for protein
production in our metabolism - our body is
able to create 11 of these. The remaining 9
essential amino acids arrive through our
daily food intake of plant and animal
products.
The most common way of consuming these
nine essential amino acids is with our meals.
A slice of whole grain bread with hummus
delivers all essential amino acids – similar to
a slice of whole grain bread with salami. The
carbon footprint of the salami sandwich,
however, is significantly higher. Plants that
contain all nine essential amino acids are
“complete protein” food sources. They
include quinoa, amaranth, buckwheat and
hemp seeds – all an important part of a
plant-based diet. It should be noted,
however, that we do not have to consume all
nine essential amino acids with one meal.
Our bodies our able to build the proteins we
need from a variety of food consumed over
a number of days.
Researchers are calling to help buffer climate
change by reducing meat consumption in
industrialized countries as well as doubling
tree harvest rotations to 80 years. Further,
they urge government agencies to manage
our forests in a nature-based, sustainable
way.
A tree sucks carbon out of the air far better
than any technology yet devised by humans.
If allowed to mature, Pacific Northwest
forests can capture and store more carbon
than almost any terrestrial ecosystem on
Earth, hence avoiding forest carbon
emissions is just as urgent as halting fossil
fuel use. The last remaining Ancient Forests
in BC need to be protected as an essential
step to mitigate climate change.
CAPR-icorn

One sustainable approach is agroforestry
which combines both crop/livestock
production and timber-based products while
simultaneously providing environmental and
social benefits. It is a blend of agriculture,
forestry and conservation, and is managed
and evaluated as a single system rather than
as separate parts. The agroforestry model is
recommended in the Powell River Farmer
Report (2018) under 18.4.3 Investigate Non-

Duck Lake Protected Area (Elena Martin photograph,
2020)

Timber Forest Product Business Potential to
minimize negative and maximize positive
interactions between trees, crops and
humans.
To keep global warming limited to moderate
levels, we have to eat significantly more
plants. Reducing our individual meat
consumption is a major climate action we
can do to reduce GHG emissions. The
protection of old growth trees for carbon
sequestration and storage is paramount.
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Forests support local food security by
providing mushrooms, berries, medicinal
plants and other so-called Non Timber Forest
Products (NTFPs) which have a considerable
economic value per hectare if the forest is
managed sustainably. Food forests store
more carbon than logged, degraded or
planted forests.

Fridays For Future Powell River.
A
distillation of Greta Thunberg’s Fridays For
Future International (fridaysforfuture.org or
@fridaysforfuture) and Fridays For Future
Canada, the local Powell River chapter is
very active on a whole variety of climate and
environment issues including the future of
our old growth forests:

References and additional information here:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/7542125551362
65/

https://powellriver.civicweb.net/document/75517
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3233999
11_The_exceptional_value_of_intact_forest_ecosyst
ems
https://news.mongabay.com/2019/05/tall-and-oldor-dense-and-young-which-kind-of-forest-is-betterfor-the-climate/
www.qathetoldgrowth.org

News from our
Climate Action
Partners
Below is information about some of the
organizations and networks that CAPR works
in partnership with – all of us benefiting from
each others’ expertise and supporting each
other through joint efforts and experiences.
Check them out and get involved!!

As we go to press, this just in... On Friday,
March 19, 2021, people from over 30
communities across BC helped make history
for this province’s wilderness in one of the
most far-reaching collective efforts for BC’s
forests. Participants of this third annual BCwide Forest March demonstrated to help
shape a better future for our forests during
an International Day of Action. In Powell
River, CAPR in collaboration with Fridays For
Future organized a Forest and Climate Action
sign campaign. 50-strong, with dozens of
Brooks Secondary students marched along
the forested area between Townsite and
Westview, setting up signs bringing
attention to the climate emergency.

UnspOILed Coast. Having their roots in
opposition to the TMX pipeline, UnspOILed
Coast’s efforts span many environmental,
climate and social issues including Calls-toAction concerning the Wet’suwet’en and
Coastal Gas Link, Citizen Teach-ins on LNG,
and climate justice: @unspoiledcoast
Let’s Talk Trash. We all know about the
tremendous work this trio fosters in our
community. qathet Regional District’s LTT
Team is your one stop for the latest on being
waste wise:
www.letstalktrash.ca
or
@letstalktrashpr
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Old Growth Forests. It’s time to change the
relationship we have with forests. Inform
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yourself about the concern, the areas under
threat and the solutions:
www.qathetoldgrowth.ca
www.forestmarchbc.com
#worthmorestanding

Ancient Forests vs Teal-Jones. Learn about
risks to one of the last stands of Old Growth
on southern Vancouver Island:

Active transportation development
Active Transportation Planning
grant
program ($10k – awarded in Jan.) will boost
work done in The Parks and Trails Master
Plan, to create a complete standalone Active
Transportation Plan. Having such a plan will
assist the City in receiving funding for active
transportation projects moving forward:

www.ancientforestalliance.org/photos/fairy-creekheadwaters/

20201022 FINANCE Committee Report - Active
Transportation
Planning
Grant
Application
(civicweb.net)

Good health, compassionate eating. Your
source for plant-based nutritional support:

- Prov. Covid 19 Safe Restart Funding will be

https://plantbasedrhn.com/

City of Powell River Climate Strategy.
Climate change mitigation and adaptation is
the City of Powell River’s number one
strategic priority. Our 2020 Strategic Plan
provides a great outline, and its associated
Action List is an inspiring work plan. These
two documents will cheer you up. They
outline an aggressive approach, and work
that centres on the corporate City but also
spills generously over into community action
too. The three goals tackle our carbon
budget, look squarely at the emergency
nature of the issue, and our use of materials
aiming at zero waste. Significant money
through senior government grants is
becoming available to advance these goals.
Here are a few details:
At the Rec Complex
- LED Lighting. The Community Forest Grant
project was completed in December 2020
producing better lighting and energy savings.
- Rec Complex Ice Plant heat recovery
project. This is a system to take the heat
from making ice for use in the rest of the
Complex. It is anticipated to reduce the
Complex’s carbon footprint by 80%! We are
expecting to hear by summer ’21. The
budget is approximately $2M:
0ECC84AC617648838A81E569C58C5948-CleanBC
Communities Grant Report.pdf (civicweb.net)
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used for many purposes including:
i) $40k for engineering design and costing to
create a grant application ready, active
transportation
project
for
a
Townsite/Westview
mid-level
active
transportation connector
ii) Automatic bicycle counters that will be
placed on key cycling routes to collect data
on cycling volume
Transportation
The Zunga bus , moving us from single use
vehicles to shared transportation, this
amazing project, largely funded by a federal
grant, has let Powell River move into the
modern era of app-driven transit. With no
regular schedule, it travels where people
need to go.
We’re way ahead of the
provincial system; working at inspiring them
too!
Community building energy retrofits
program
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
Community Efficiency Financing initiative
will “… support local governments in
developing and delivering programs to help
Canadians retrofit their homes to higher
energy standards, delivering cost savings,
carbon
emissions
reductions,
and
stimulating local economies”:
20200915 COTW REPORT - FCM Home Efficiency
Financing - Report (civicweb.net)
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Political Action
- AVICC - UBCM resolutions submitted

Powell River - Document Center
(civicweb.net) include:
i) Developing a Vision to End Energy Poverty
Resolution - Developing a Vision to End
Energy Poverty (civicweb.net) includes
improving housing energy efficiencies
ii) Reform of the BC Utilities Commission
Resolution - Reform of the BC Utilities
Commission (civicweb.net) “…reducing
carbon emissions through electrification of
buildings and transportation”

The Theodosia River headwaters from Theodosia Inlet
(Margaret Demuth photograph, 2017)

Grants applied for
- City Hall improvements through the Canada
Infrastructure Program
– COVID-19
Resilience Infrastructure Stream; February
16, 2021 >$4M:
i) Building envelope upgrades, HVAC
upgrades including heat pumps where
possible, roof mounted solar panel array
ii) A5FBF8B67059445CAA0DC09BA08919C0Council Report - ICIP COVID Resilience Fund
Applic.pdf (civicweb.net)
- UBCM Community Emergency Preparedness
Fund for funding to complete a Regional
Coastal Flood Adaptation Strategy in 2021 in
partnership with qathet Regional District and
Tla’Amin Nation: 20210216 REPORT UBCM Flood
Strategy Application (civicweb.net)

- Organics Curbside Collection (66.67%
funding) – Waiting on confirmation
Coming soon
Two amazing building energy and carbon
footprint programs hopefully coming to us in
the near future: PACE PACE BC ; and Help
Cities Lead Help Cities Lead
Rob Southcott
Councillor, City of Powell River

www.enjoyscout.ca, your purveyors of sustainable
seafood.

Reading, Watching
and Listening
A GOOD WAR – MOBILIZING CANADA FOR
THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY, by Seth Klein
There is no shortage of commentary on Seth
Klein’s recently released book, A GOOD

CAPR-icorn
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WAR. Klein presents the case for adopting a
war stance in pursuing national climate
action. He calls for a mobilized common
cause, socially and economically, so that
Canada can take a “wartime approach” to
climate change.
A focus in the book is on an insidious way of
thinking and practice that plagues our
political and economic policy making termed
“the new climate denialism.” New in the
sense that rather than continuing to deny
that climate change exists, politicians and
fossil fuel industry leaders now readily
accept the existential threat posed (or they
say they do), but continue to promote policy
that is out of line with the scientific
consensus on what must be done.
Klein goes on to say that what we need is an
agenda worthy of an emergency. Such an
imperative involves less consumption, more
sustainable living, the building of green
infrastructure, government
mandated
change
and
regulation,
meaningful
reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples, the
rapid phase out of fossil fuel transportation,
as well as mass energy retrofitting of homes
and buildings. Not to mention an end to
fossil fuel extraction over time, but ASAP!
The financial measures to drive such an
agenda are critical and will require new taxes
and government fundraising so that all
Canadians can share the burden. There are
several, if not many, precedents in human
history of civilization collapse, many due to
environmental changes and the inability or
unwillingness of populations to mitigate
and/or adapt. Continuing along a “business
as usual” path is in fact just that.
“Heroic measures do become both necessary
and possible in times of crisis”

Review by Bill Lytle-McGhee
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COMMANDING HOPE: THE POWER WE
HAVE TO RENEW A WORLD IN PERIL, by
Thomas Homer-Dixon
It was the title of this book that drew me in
initially. In my quest to learn about climate
change I find that I am yearning for positive
messages about what we can do. I need to
sandwich the dismal facts with hope, and it
was with this in mind that I decided to read
Commanding Hope, and I’m glad I did.
I found Thomas Homer-Dixon to be a great
writer, with a brilliant mind and soul. He
writes about his own experiences in life that
are relevant to his very clear accounting of
climate change. One of the most endearing
aspects of the book for me, is the way he
draws on the work of activist Stephanie May,
the mother of our very own Elizabeth May.
By the end of the book, I felt I had made
friends with Stephanie.
But the main thing I was holding out for in
this book was hope. How on Earth, quite
literally, would the author bring us home to
hope, I wondered? Well, I won’t spill all the
beans – I don’t want to spoil the read for
you…. I will say though, that in this context
hope is something that is generated, it is
active and intentional. Thomas Homer-Dixon
defines hope by three key characteristics;
honesty, astuteness and power. In this case
hope is based on an honest assessment of
our situation, but in order to generate the
motivation we need to push through
adversity it must also incorporate a clear
sense of where we want to go and how to get
there – which means that our hope is astute.
“Astute hope must be strategically smart. It
must be informed by a deep understanding
not only of our own perspective on the world
– our worldview – But also of the worldviews
of others we’ll encounter along the pathway,
be they friends, potential allies, or perhaps
implacable opponents.”
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Finally, powerful hope galvanizes our
capacity to see our most promising paths
forward and to choose among them. “For
hope to have this motivating force, we need
to create a virtuous circle—what complexity
scientists call a positive feedback loop—
linking our worldviews, our vision of the
future and our hope. And this hope will, in
turn, galvanize our agency to continue the
hard work of imagining and implementing
positive worldview change.”
In the end I was satisfied with the book, in
that it provided an understanding of how we
can maintain hope, which I believe is a huge
part of the solution of climate change.
Without hope, I fear that we will be
immobilized by the immensity of the
problem. I do have one criticism of the book,
which is that I was looking for a more
substantive path forward in terms of climate
action. The context for such a plan is well set
by this book though, and thankfully there are
other brilliant minds and souls who are
writing about the nuts and bolts of what we
can do, now that we have hope.
Review by Arlette Raaen
We are currently reading these titles:
THE NEW CLIMATE WAR – THE FIGHT TO
TAKE BACK OUR PLANET, by Michael Mann
HOW TO AVOID A CLIMATE DISASTER – THE
SOLUTIONS WE
HAVE
AND THE
BREAKTHROUGHS WE NEED, by Bill Gates
BRAIDING SWEETGRASS, by Robin Wall
Kimmerer
… and listening to these folks:
CBC Quirks and Quarks interviews Michael
Mann:
“Don't waste all your time and effort
debating climate change deniers”
CAPR-icorn

CBC The Current interviews Bill Gates:
“Young people are more interested in
climate than ever. No matter what
their political affiliation is, certainly
in Canada, the U.S., Europe, we see a
lot of energy around this.”

… and watching these films and vids:
ON THE VERGE – about Old Growth logging
and access to Big Wall Climbing in the Eldred
Valley: www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQdaDbA-wJI
RACE TO ALASKA – about a race that has
changed the lives of hundreds of people:
https://r2akthemovie.com/

ab imo pectore
FOR MY CHILDREN
By Cynthia Barnes
I am afraid when I think about the planet
becoming so warm that we can no longer live
on it. This is an intolerable feeling. I feel this
especially when I look at children and
wonder if there will be a world that they can
inhabit.
In Canada we have become very used to
having a very high standard of life. We have
so many possessions. We are consumers.
"We live in a material world"
We are also so entitled. We think that we
need so much when most people have so
very little.
I think too of the Canadian corporations that
mine gold, diamonds, coal and oil, cut
lumber, destroy forests for cattle or palm oil
in other countries and treat their labourers
like slaves. How do they justify this? We
need to think about where our possessions
come from, how they are made, how those
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that make them are treated. (Check out the
app Better World Shopping for help with
this).
We also need to buy less, eat less meat, drive
less, share with our neighbours, no matter
how difficult it is to imagine a different world
and one that is more focused on community,
on sharing, on enjoying simple experiences.
We must learn to care more about social
justice, about taking care of soil, plants and
animals, and about valuing cultures that are
different than ours. Do my actions reflect
this? Certainly not enough.
“We all care about something”

A friend wrote that we all care about
something be it our children, our beautiful
lakes, our bountiful gardens, our pets, bears
and cougars and other wildlife, birds and
bees. At the same time, we jeopardize what
we care for by virtue of our actions.
We have been conditioned to think that
amassing a fortune is success; that those
who achieve great wealth are somehow
better. That those who drive expensive cars
are more important. I confess that I
succumb to this craziness as much as any
other. A paradigm shift, a new way of
thinking, is required whereby success is
measured in actions taken to ensure the well
being of the planet, of people, of our
communities.
I am fortunate to surround myself with
others who have good answers to important
questions and who know that we can
collaborate. We are all chosen to make this
world a better place. It is a comfort to me
that in Powell River there are so many who
choose to do just this.
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Unuk Finger, Boundary Ranges near Stewart, BC (Mike
Demuth photograph, 2004)

Our Summer Solstice issue is coming up fast.
Contribute articles, news and information
items by June 1. Want to place an
advertisement? Click here to Contribute !!
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